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1. Throughout this paper all rings will have an identity and all modules 
will be unitary. Given three non-zero left ideals I, J and L in a simple left 
Noetherian hereditary domain R, then a fourth left ideal T exists so that 
Z @ J-z L @ T and consequently a finitely generated projective left R- 
module is a direct sum of a free module and a left ideal. Rl = F[x, y], with 
my - yx = 1, where F is a field of characteristic zero, provides an example of 
such a ring. Indeed, finitely generated projective left R,-modules are either 
free or isomorphic to a left ideal. In the last section a semiprime left and right 
Noetherian hereditary ring is shown to have restricted minimum condition. 
2. In this section take R to be a simple left Noetherian hereditary domain. 
By a result of Levy ([4], Theorem 3.11) “Noetherian” could have been 
replaced by “finite-dimensional” since in this case the conditions are 
equivalent. 
LEMMA 1. Giwn three non-zero left ideals I, j and L of R, Z @ j g L @ T 
for some non-zero left ideal T. 
Proof. If L c Z then the result is obvious. Suppose L C$ Z and pick a 
non-zero element % EL. Put L, = Zor, and T,, = J giving I @ J s L, @ TO . 
L + L, , thus the two-sided ideal {Y E R : rL CL,} # A and hence is the zero 
ideal. This means that T,,L g L, and that there is rr EL with T,,n, $ L, . Put 
L, = L, + T,p, and let Tl be the kernel of the natural homomorphism 
TO -+ L,/L, . TO/T, G L,/L, and by Schanuel’s lemma ([S], p. 270) L, @ TO c 
L, @ Tl which means I @ Js L, @ Tl . If L = L, the result is proved. 
Otherwise construct L, and T, in a similar manner and so on. The ascending 
chain 
L,CL,CL,C~~~CL 
can only be of finite length and hence the result is proved. 
* The results of this paper will form part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis (Leeds). I am 
indebted to Mr. R. Hart under whose supervision these results were produced. 
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COROLLARY. Every Lzft ideal of R has a basis of two elements. 
Proof. In the previous lemma take I = / = R, then L becomes the 
homomorphic image of a module with a basis of two elements. 
THEOREM 1. EveryJinitely generated projective left R-module P is isomorphic 
to a module of the form R(“) @ L, where Rcnj is a free R-module of dimension  
and L is a left ideal of R. 
Proof. By a result of Kaplansky ([l], p. 13), P= I,, @I1 @ ... @I, for 
some non-zero left ideals I,, , II ,..., I, (ignoring the trivial case of P = 0). 
The theorem is clearly true if II = 0. By Lemma 1 there is a left ideal T1 such 
that I,, @II g R @ T1 which proves the case of n = 1. For n > 1, there 
exist left ideals T, , T3 ,..., T,, such that I;-r @ Ii s R 3 Ti for i = 2,3 ,..., n. 
Thus I~OI~OI~~ROT~~I~~ROROT~ and ultimately 
Pr R(“) 0 T,, . 
COROLLARY. For every finitely generated projective left R-module P, there 
is a left ideal T such that P @ T is free. 
Proof. Since P E Rcn’ @L, it is sufficient to find T such that L 3 T E 
R @ R and the existence of T is guaranteed by Lemma 1. 
3. The ring R, := F[x, y], where F is a field of characteristic zero and 
xy -yyx = 1, is a simple left and right Noetherian hereditary domain 
([5], [7j). Not only does R, provide an example of the rings considered in the 
previous section, but it also exhibits the following stronger property. 
THEOREM 2. For any non-zero left ideal I of R, , R, 3, I E R, 3 R, . 
Proof. Rinehart shovvs ([7], p. 344) that I = C;=;,, R& where for 
h = 0, l,..., t - 1 pL(y)~k-.l E Cl0 R,& for some irreducible polynomial p,( y) 
and that xF,Ti R,&/& R,& E R,/R,p,(y). Applying Schanuel’s lemma 
gives 
HenceR,@I~R,@R,&rR,@R,. 
Combining this result with those of the previous section reveals the 
following properties of R, . 
THEOREM 3. 
(i) I G Jr R1 @ R, fm all mm-zero kft ideals I and J of R1 . 
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(ii) A $nitely g enerated projective left X,-module is free or isomorphic to a 
left ideal of R, . 
(iii) Every left ideal of R, has a basis of tzo elements. 
Note that in regard to (iii), Rinehart has produced a non-principal left 
ideal in R, ([7], p. 343), whereas (ii) implies (see [2], Theorem 7, p. 20) that 
the complete ring of matrices of order n (n > 1) over R, is a principal left 
ideal ring. Swan first pointed out in [lo] that noncommutative integral 
domains with this property exist, citing the ring A of [9]. 
4. The ring R, also provides an example of the rings considered in this 
section, although the first lemma, which is a generalisation of a result of 
Rinehart ([7], p. 344), is valid for any ring R. 
LEMMA 2. Let I be a finitely generated projective left ideal in R strictly 
contained in the left ideal J, then the restriction map /\ : Hom( J, R) -+ Hom(I, R) 
is not surjective if there is an element c G R, which is not a left zero divisor, such 
that cx E I for some x E ] - I. 
Proof. Since I is finitely generated, there is a finitely generated free 
R-module F and an epimorphism f  : F + I. Since I is projective, there is a 
homomorphism g : I --+F such that fg == 1. Consider the commutative 
diagram 
Hom( J, F) L Hom(I, F) 
1 1 
Hom( J, I) -k Hom(f, I) 
where the vertical maps are induced by f. I f  X were surjcctive so would be A, , 
and g would be in the image of A, . I f  h,(h) were the identity for some h : J-P I, 
then h(cx) = CX. Thus ch(x) = cx, giving h(x) =- x and x E I, contrary to 
assumption. 
Now take R to bc a semiprime left Noetherian ring having Q as its left 
quotient ring (see [3] for the results and notation of this paragraph). For any 
left ideal I of R, let I* denote Hom(I, R). Any R-homomorphism f  from I to R 
can be extended to a Q-homomorphism from QI to Q, but if I is essential then 
QI = Q and f  is just right multiplication by f  (1). Conversely right multiplica- 
tion by any element Q E Q such that Iq C R gives a homomorphism from I to R. 
Thus for essential left ideals I, I* and {q EQ : Iq c RI can be identified. If  
I(1 J, another left ideal of R, then J* C I* under the identification. Suppose 
further that I is projective and I C J, then there is an element x E J - I and c 
regular in R such that cx E I, because cl I = (x E R : cx E I for some c regular 
in R} = R. This means by Lemma 2 that J* C I*. 
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THEOREM 4. Let R be a semiprime left and right Noetherian hereditary ring 
and I an essentMf left ideal of R, then R/I has dese~d~ng chain co~it~o~ 071 left 
R-s~odu~es. 
Proof. I contains a principal essential left ideal Rc, so it is sufficient to 
prove the result for principal essential eft ideals. Suppose R/Rc contained an 
infinite descending chain of left R-modules, then there would be an infinite 
descending chain of left ideals in R containing Rc, 
R = 1,31,31,3 . ..3 Rc. 
Consequently there would be an ascending chain of right R-modules, 
I,,* C il* C I;,* C ... C (Rc)’ = c-1R. 
Since R is right Noetherian this is a contradiction. 
This result has also been obtained, in a slightly weaker form, by G. Michler 
PI. 
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